Productivity Software Suite for Mac 3 Voucher

Important Note: Please carefully review the Terms and Conditions of each offer for restrictions and limitations. Please note that some offers are negative option plans, meaning that your credit card will be automatically billed if you do not cancel your trial or subscription within a certain period of time.

Blinkist Premium 1-Year Service
Blinkist offers key insights from 2000+ bestselling nonfiction books in 15-minute text and audio packs. Discover titles in a wide range of categories, from business to personal growth, and kickstart your reading habit. Personalized recommendations and expertly-curated book lists ensure that you stay ahead of the curve. With the audio feature, you can listen to key takeaways and learn on the go.

SplashID Pro 2-Year Service
Tired of forgetting passwords? Try SplashID Pro. It remembers all your passwords across all devices with just one password! Manage your web logins, account numbers, credit cards and more. Works on your smartphone, tablet, computer desktop or browser. SplashID is one of the most trusted name in password managers with over 15 years of delivering password management.

Setapp.com 3-Month Pass
Setapp is the missing part from your everyday Mac experience: one suite with more than 120 applications for any job. Plus, you get to discover new apps you never heard about that increase your productivity and help you develop new skills.

MiMedia 1TB Plus 1-Year Service
MiMedia is the all-in-one personal cloud solution you've always wanted to store, manage, organize, access, and share your photos, videos, music, and documents. The beautifully designed platform celebrates your content on a daily basis. Your MiMedia account is accessible, any time and anywhere on computers, mobile phones, tablets and the web. With one-click import from Facebook, Google, Flickr, Dropbox and others, all your content from other accounts can be consolidated into MiMedia.

DiningAdvantage.com $25 Promo
Dining Advantage by Entertainment gives you access to discounts at restaurants across the U.S. and Canada. Featuring a variety of cuisines and dining styles, you’ll find instant savings at places you love. Just sign up, search and save. Use at home or when you travel with the Mobile App.
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